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Nickel 923.20 3.67

Aluminium 134.00

Copper 402.50 2.72

Zinc 152.90 2.51

Natural Gas 130.90 -4.38
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Bullion Complex

Bullion prices seen pressure on Friday paring all of its weekly gains as investors opted for riskier assets after news of U.S. President Donald Trump’s plans to restart the U.S.

economy and promising early data related to a potential COVID-19 treatment. Investors also took stock of data from China, which showed the country's economy shrank

for the first time since at least 1992 in the first quarter due to the outbreak.

While there is a "temporal mismatch" between the financial markets and the real economy, the reopening of the U.S. economy is suggesting a recovery may come a lot

quicker than expected, in turn weighing on gold. U.S. President Donald Trump proposed guidelines aimed at reviving the U.S. economy from its coronavirus shutdown.

President Trump's plans to gradually re-open the U.S. economy offset negative data from China.
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The U.S. Federal Reserve's balance sheet increased to a record $6.42 trillion this week as it unveiled measures to keep markets functioning amid an abrupt economic free-

fall. U.S. economic activity contracted sharply and abruptly across all regions as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Federal Reserve's Beige Book said. The Beige Book,

noted the hardest hit industries included leisure and hospitality and retail due to social distancing measures and mandated closure.

A slight drop in unemployment claims, compared to a week earlier, probably prompted investors to seek riskier assets. Reports saying many countries in Europe are

planning to ease restrictions following the flattening of the coronavirus infection curve offered some support to global equities. According to the data from the Labor

Department more than 5 million filed for unemployment claims last week, although that reflects a decrease from the more than 6 million that filed for the first time in the

previous week. The Labor Department said initial jobless claims dropped to 5.245 million, a decrease of 1.370 million from the previous week's revised level of 6.615 million.

India's gold consumption in 2020 could fall as much as 50% from a year ago to the lowest level in nearly three decades as a nationwide lockdown has closed jewellery

stores during key festivals and the wedding season. The drop in consumption by the world's second-biggest gold buyer could limit a rally in global prices, which hit a more

than seven-year high earlier this month. The fall in demand could also narrow India's trade deficit and support the faltering rupee.
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% Change Cng in OI

Action for Week

BUY SILVER @ 42200 SL 41000 TGT 43800-45000
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China’s daily crude oil throughputs hit their lowest monthly level in March since December 2018 as state refiners maintained deep cuts in production levels as the

coronavirus pandemic undercut fuel demand. Crude processing volumes were 50.04 million tonnes, equivalent to about 11.78 million barrels per day (bpd), data from the

National Bureau of Statistics showed on Friday. That’s well below 12.07 million bpd in January and February combined, and 12.49 million bpd in March 2019. The statistics

bureau didn’t disclose numbers for January and February separately.

Natural gas prices remained under pressure amid a bigger-than-expected weekly storage build and long-term forecasts for demand to drop as companies shut for the

coronavirus. The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) said utilities injected 73 billion cubic feet (bcf) of gas into storage during the week ended April 10. The

increase for the week ended April 10 boosted stockpiles to 2.097 trillion cubic feet (tcf), 21.4% above the five-year average of 1.727 tcf for this time of year.

Even before the coronavirus started to cut global economic growth and energy demand, gas was already trading near its lowest in years as record production and months

of mild winter weather allowed utilities to leave more fuel in storage, making shortages and price spikes unlikely. Looking ahead, however, gas futures for the balance of

2020 and calendar 2021 were trading much higher than the front-month on expectations demand will jump in coming months, as the economy snaps back once

governments loosen travel and work restrictions after slowing the spread of coronavirus.

Monday, April 20, 2020

Energy

Crude oil dropped to a lifetime low of 1381.00 on MCX as China’s worst economic contraction on record outweighed news of U.S. President Donald Trump’s plans to get

the American economy moving again. Saudi Arabia, has notified some refiners in Asia that it will supply full contractual volumes of crude in May. This comes after the

Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries and allies including Russia agreed to reduce production by 9.7 million barrels per day (bpd) in May and June after oil

prices hit 18-year lows.

Saudi Arabia is expected to cut its production by 2.5 million bpd in May and June, from a baseline of 11 million bpd, under the terms of the producers' deal. China's daily

crude oil throughput in March sank to a 15-month low with state refiners maintaining deep output cuts as the coronavirus pandemic erodes demand, but there are some

signs of recovery as the country begins to ease virus-related curbs. In a joint statement, Saudi Arabia and Russia said they will “continue to closely monitor the oil market

and are prepared to take further measures jointly with OPEC+ and other producers if these are deemed necessary.”

Weekly Market Update
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% Change Cng in OI

Action for Week

SELL NAT GAS @ 136 SL 142 TGT 128-122
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SELL CRUDEOIL @ 1950 SL 2080 TGT 1820-1740
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Copper prices were also boosted by miner Rio Tinto Ltd cutting its 2020 full-year forecast for mined copper output to 475,000-520,000 tonnes, from an earlier estimate of

530,000-570,000 tonnes. Rio Tinto Ltd cut full-year forecast for copper production due to coronavirus-related disruptions and missed estimates for quarterly iron ore

shipments. The company said it expects a drop in second-half copper output due to coronavirus-related restrictions at its Escondida copper mine in Chile, and ongoing

repair work at its Kennecott operations in the United States following damages from an earthquake.

Zinc prices gained as investors caution eased amid US tentative steps to restart the economy and progress on the fight against the coronavirus. China’s economy shrank

for the first time since at least 1992 in the first quarter, as the coronavirus outbreak paralysed production and spending, raising pressure on authorities to do more to stop

mounting job losses. Gross domestic product (GDP) fell 6.8% in January-March year-on-year, official data showed. China’s economic performance in the second quarter of

this year is expected to be much better than in the first, the National Bureau of Statistics said. China’s foreign trade situation in early April further improved from March.

Aluminium prices rose as inventories in China fell and as expectations of supply cuts increased. China's daily aluminium production fell 1.7% in March from the previous two

months, according to official data, as the coronavirus outbreak pushed prices to a four-year low and prompted smelters to cut supply. China, the world's biggest producer

and consumer of aluminium, churned out 2.97 million tonnes of the metal last month, up 2.3% year-on-year, the National Bureau of Statistics said. First-quarter output was

up 2.7% at 8.84 million tonnes.
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Base Metals

Base metals prices rose as U.S. President Donald Trump laid out plans to reopen the world's biggest economy, helping alleviate some worries over the prospects of a steep

global recession. Prices also remained supported amid supply disruption on the mining front and accelerated inventory draw in China.

President Trump proposed guidelines for U.S. states to emerge from the shutdown in a staggered, three-stage process. The International Monetary Fund expected Asia's

growth this year in Asia to grind to a halt for the first time in 60 years, in addition to its forecast of a 3.0% cut in global economy during 2020 – the steepest downturn since

the Great Depression. The US Labour Department said a total of 5.245 million Americans filed for state unemployment benefits for the week ended April 11.

Weekly Market Update
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BUY ZINC @ 152.50 SL 149 TGT 156.50-158.80
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BUY COPPER @ 402 SL 394 TGT 410-416
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-5.12 Short covering

Aluminium 134.00 0.71 11793 -19.46 2809 -27.47 Short covering

Lead 136.50 0.63 20437 6.26 2167

Nickel 923.20 3.67 20607 78.57 821 2.11 Fresh Buying

Zinc 152.90 2.51 85514 26.57 9304

Copper 402.50 2.72 19512 26.30 2657 3.26 Fresh Buying

-11.72 Short covering
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Base metals
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Energy

Crude Oil 1436.00 -30.96 763254 55.26 29208 53.39

Silver 42806.00 -1.60 33962 65.64 3131

Fresh Selling

Bullion

Gold 45735.00 0.97 24776 107.99 16729 -3.22 Short covering
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